
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

MARSHALL DIVISION

ABSTRAX, INC. §

Vs. § CIVIL ACTION NO. 2:07CV221

DELL, INC. §

ORDER

1. The court grants in part and denies in part Abstrax’s motion to preclude Dell’s use at trial of

certain prior art (#286).  Abstrax contends that Dell failed to chart certain items of prior art in its

Rule 3-3 disclosures.  In addition, Abstrax contends that Dell has offered certain references with no

explanatory expert opinion to support them.  Dell contends that it intends to use certain items of prior

art to show the state of the art and the lack of novelty of certain limitations.  Dell also seeks to use

certain items for impeachment.  

The court has reviewed the motion and response in light of the applicable law.  Although Dell

is correct that it may use certain items to show the state of the art, the extent to which Dell may use

the references depends largely on the disclosures in Dell’s expert report.  Although Dell’s expert may

testify as to what references were considered, simply listing references as having been considered

is insufficient to obtain the admissibility of all of those references.  With respect to the challenged

references, the court admits those references discussed in the narrative sections of Dr. Wood’s report

from pages 17-25, Sections II.2-II.10.  The court also admits the references discussed at pages 53-55

of Dr. Wood’s report, Sections V.7-V.11.  Finally, the court will admit the LaLonde reference cited
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on page 4 of Dell’s response as Item No. 38.  The other references cited on this page are sufficiently

complex to require sponsoring expert testimony under the applicable Federal Circuit precedent.

2. The court sustains Abstrax’s objection to Dell’s Exh. 97.  Dell may, however, introduce

evidence that the Shutter Factory expressed dissatisfaction with Abstrax’s product, that the license

was terminated, and the date of the termination.  
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